S
ignal processing tasks as fundamental as sampling, reconstruction, minimum mean-square error interpolation, and prediction can be viewed under the prism of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs). Endowing this vantage point with contemporary advances in sparsity-aware modeling and processing promotes the nonparametric basis pursuit advocated in this article as the overarching framework for the confluence of kernel-based learning (KBL) approaches leveraging sparse linear regression, nuclear-norm regularization, and dictionary learning. The novel sparse KBL toolbox goes beyond translating sparse parametric approaches to their nonparametric counterparts to incorporate new possibilities such as multikernel selection and matrix smoothing. The impact of sparse KBL to signal processing applications is illustrated through test cases from cognitive radio sensing, microarray data imputation, and network traffic prediction.
IntroductIon
RKHSs provide an orderly analytical framework for nonparametric regression, with the optimal kernel-based function estimate emerging as the solution of a regularized variational problem [33] . The pivotal role of RKHS is further appreciated through its connections to "workhorse" signal processing tasks, such as the Nyquist-Shannon sampling and reconstruction result that involves sinc kernels [24] . Alternatively, spline kernels replace sinc kernels, when smoothness rather than bandlimitedness is to be present in the underlying function space [31] .
Kernel-based function estimation can be also seen from a Bayesian viewpoint. RKHS and linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) function estimators coincide when the pertinent covariance matrix equals the kernel Gram matrix. This equivalence has been leveraged in the context of field estimation, where spatial LMMSE estimation referred to as kriging, is tantamount to two-dimensional RKHS interpolation [10] . Finally, RKHSbased function estimators can be linked with Gaussian processes (GPs) obtained upon defining their covariances via kernels [25] .
Yet another seemingly unrelated, but increasingly popular, theme in contemporary statistical learning and signal processing is that of matrix completion [12] , where data organized in a matrix can have missing entries due to e.g., limitations in the acquisition process. This article builds on the assertion that imputing missing entries amounts to interpolation, as in classical sampling theory, but with the low-rank constraint replacing that of bandlimitedness. From this point of view, RKHS interpolation emerges as the prudent framework for matrix completion that allows effective incorporation of a priori information via kernels [3] , including sparsity attributes.
Recent advances in sparse signal recovery and regression motivate a sparse KBL redux, which is the purpose and core of this article. Building blocks of sparse signal processing include the (group) least-absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) and its weighted versions [16] , compressive sampling [8] , and nuclear norm regularization [12] . The common denominator behind these operators is the sparsity on a signal's support that the 1 , -norm regularizer induces. Exploiting sparsity for KBL leads to several innovations regarding the selection of multiple kernels [23] , [19] , additive modeling [26] , [21] , collaborative filtering [3] , matrix and tensor completion via dictionary learning [7] , as well as nonparametric basis selection [6] . In this context, the main contribution of this article is a nonparametric basis pursuit (NBP) tool, unifying and advancing a number of sparse KBL approaches.
Constrained by space limitations, a sample of applications stemming from such an encompassing analytical tool will be also delineated. Sparse KBL and its various forms contribute to computer vision [28] , [32] , cognitive radio sensing [6] , management of user preferences [3] , bioinformatics [29] , econometrics [21] , [26] , and forecasting of electric prices, load, and renewables (e.g., wind speed) [18] , to name a few.
Before discussing applications, RKHS basics are reviewed in connection with GPs and the Nyquist-Shannon Theorem (NST). This is followed by sparse KBL, including sparse additive models (SpAMs) and multikernel learning (MKL), viewed under the general framework of NBP. These lend themselves naturally to novel blind versions that advance state of the art in matrix completion and dictionary learning.
Kbl PrelImInArIeS
In this section, basic tools and approaches are reviewed to place known schemes for nonparametric (function) estimation under a common denominator.
RKHS and tHe RepReSenteR tHeoRem
In the context of RKHSs [33] , nonparametric estimation of a function : X f R " defined over a measurable space X is performed via interpolation of N training points {( , ), ,( , )}, 
/
For many choices of ( , ), k $ $ HX is exhaustive with respect to (w.r.t) families of functions obeying certain regularity conditions. The spline kernel for example, generates the Sobolev space of all low-curvature functions [11] . Likewise, the sinc kernel gives rise to the space of bandlimited functions. Space HX becomes a Hilbert space when equipped with the inner product , :
A key result in this context is the so-termed representer theorem [33] , which asserts that, based on {( , )} ,
admits the finite-dimensional representation
This result is nice in its simplicity, since functions in space HX are compound by a numerable but arbitrarily large number of kernels, while f t is a combination of just a finite number of kernels around the training points. In addition, the regularizing term f H 
REMARk 1
The finite-dimensional expansion (2) solves (1) for more general fitting costs and regularizing terms. In its general form, the representer theorem asserts that (2) is the solution
where the loss function ( , ( )) z f x n n , replacing the LS cost in (1) can be selected to serve either robustness (e.g., using the absolute-value instead of the square error); or application-dependent objectives (e.g., the Hinge loss to serve classification applications); or, for accommodating non-Gaussian noise models when viewing (3) from a Bayesian angle. On the other hand, the regularization term can be chosen as any increasing function X of the norm , f HX < < which will turn out to be crucial for introducing the notion of sparsity, as described in the ensuing sections.
LmmSe, KRiging, and gps
Instead of the deterministic treatment of the previous subsection, the unknown ( ) f x can be considered as a random process. The KBL estimate (2) offered by the representer theorem has been linked with the LMMSE-based estimator of random fields ( ), f x under the term kriging [10] . To predict the value ( ) f x g = at an exploration point x via kriging, the predictor ( ) f x t is modeled as a linear combination of noisy samples : ( ) 
where :
-and the nth entry of , rgg denoted by ( , ) :
is indeed a function of the exploration point ,
x and the measurement point . xn With the kriging estimate given by (5), the RKHS and LMMSE estimates coincide when the kernel in (2) is chosen equal to the covariance function ( , ) r x xl in (5). The linearity assumption in (4) is unnecessary when ( ) f x and ( ) e x are modeled as zero-mean GPs [25] . GPs are those in which instances of the field at arbitrary points are jointly Gaussian. Zeromean GPs are specified by ( , ) :
l which determines the covariance matrix of any vector comprising instances of the field and thus its specific zero-mean Gaussian distribution. In particular, the vector :
collecting the field at the exploration and measurement points is Gaussian, and so is the vector :
Such an inner product interpretation forms the basis for the kernel trick.
The kernel trick allows for approaches that depend on inner products of functions (given by infinite kernel expansions) to be recast and implemented using finite dimensional covariance (kernel) matrices. A simple demonstration of this valuable property can be provided through kernel-based ridge regression. Starting from the standard ridge estimator :
it is possible to rewrite and solve ( ) . 
coinciding with (6), (5) , and the solution of (1). Expressing a linear predictor in terms of inner products only is instrumental for mapping it into its kernel-based version. Although the mapping entails the eigenfunctions { ( )}, x i z these are not explicitly present in (7), which is given solely in terms of ( , ). k x xl This is crucial since z can be infinite dimensional which would render the method computationally intractable, and, more importantly, the explicit form of ( ) x i z may not be available. Use of the kernel trick was demonstrated in the context of ridge regression. However, the trick can be used in any vectorial regression or classification method whose result can be expressed in terms of inner products only. One such example is offered by support vector machines, which find a kernel-based version of the optimal linear classifier in the sense of minimizing Vapnik's e-insensitive Hinge loss function, and can be shown equivalent to the Lasso [14] . In a nutshell, the kernel trick provides a means of designing KBL algorithms, both for nonparametric function estimation [cf.
(1)], as well as for classification.
KBL viS à viS nyquiSt-SHannon tHeoRem
Kernels can be clearly viewed as interpolating bases [cf. (2) ]. This viewpoint can be further appreciated if one considers the family of bandlimited functions : { ( ):
where L 2 denotes the class of square-integrable functions defined over X R = (e.g., continuous-time, finite-power signals). The family Br constitutes a linear space. Moreover, any B f ! r can be generated as the linear combination (span) of sinc functions; that is, (
This is the cornerstone of signal processing, mainly the NST for sampling and reconstruction, but can be viewed also under the lens of RKHS with ( , ) ( ) k x x x x sinc = -l l as a reproducing kernel [24] . The following properties (whose proof is in "Proofs of Properties P1-P3") elaborate further on this connection. xl Then, the NST applied to the bandlimited ( )
gives the kernel expansion of . B f ! r Hence, by definition of the RkHS norm ( ) ( ) ( ). f f n n n f n sinc
P1-P3 establish that the space of bandlimited functions Br is indeed an RKHS. Any B f ! r can thus be decomposed as a numerable combination of eigenfunctions, where the coefficients and eigenfunctions obey the NST. Consequently, existence of eigenfunctions { ( )} x n z spanning Br is a direct consequence of Br being a RKHS, and does not require the NST unless an explicit form for ( ) x n z is desired. Finally, strict adherence to NST requires an infinite number of samples to reconstruct B f ! r. Alternatively, the Representer Theorem fits B f ! r to a finite set of (possibly noisy) samples by regularizing the power of . f
SPArSe AddItIve nonPArAmetrIc modelIng
The account of sparse KBL methods begins with SpAMs and MKL approaches. Both model the function to be learned as a sparse sum of nonparametric components, and both rely on group Lasso to find it. The additive models considered in this section will naturally lend themselves to the general model for NBP introduced in the section "Nonparametric Basis Pursuit" and used henceforth.
Spams foR HigH-dimenSionaL modeLS
Additive function models offer a generalization of linear regression to the nonparametric setup, on the premise of dealing with the curse of dimensionality, which is inherent to learning from high-dimensional data [16] .
Consider learning a multivariate function : X f R " defined over the Cartesian product :
and Hi its associated RKHS. Although ( ) x f can be interpolated from data via (1) after substituting x for , x the fidelity of (2) is severely degraded in high dimensions. Indeed, the accuracy of (2) depends on the availability of nearby points , xn where the function is fit to the (possibly noisy) data .
zn But proximity of points xn in high dimensions is challenged by the curse of dimensionality, demanding an excessively large data set. For instance, consider positioning N data points randomly in the hypercube [ , ] , 0 1 P repeatedly for P growing unbounded and N constant.
that is, the expected distance between any two points is equal to the side of the hypercube [16] .
To overcome this problem, an additional modeling assumption is well motivated, mainly constraining ( ) x f to the family of separable functions of the form
depending only on the ith entry of , x as in e.g., linear regression models ( ): .
8 the interpolation task is split into P onedimensional problems that are not affected by the curse of dimensionality.
The additive form in (8) is also amenable to subsect selection, which yields a SpAM. As in sparse linear regression, SpAMs involve functions f in (8) that can be expressed using only a few entries of .
x Those can be learned using a variational version of the Lasso given by [26] 
where : { :
With xni denoting the ith entry of , xn the representer theorem (3) can be applied per component ( )
The fact that (9) yields a SpAM is demonstrated by substituting these expansions back into (9) and solving for : [ , , ]
where Ki is the Gram matrix associated with kernel , ki and Ki $ < < denotes the weighted 2 , -norm :
Equation (10) constitutes a weighted version of the group Lasso formulation for sparse linear regression. Its solution can be found either via block coordinate descent (BCD) [26] or by substituting K
and applying the alternating-direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [6] , with convergence guaranteed by its convexity and the separable structure of the its nondifferentiable term [30] . In any case, group Lasso regularizes subvectors i c separately, effecting group-sparsity in the estimates; that is, some of the vectors i c t in (10) end up being identically zero. To gain intuition on this, (10) can be rewritten using the change of variables ,
1 2 c = with t 0 i $ and . u 1 i < < = It will be argued that if n exceeds a threshold, then the optimal ti and thus i c t will be null. Focusing on the minimization of (10) w.r.t. a particular subvector , i c as in a BCD algorithm, the substitute variables ti and ui should minimize
where : (11) over ti is a convex univariate problem whose solution lies either at the border of the constraint, or, at a stationary point; that is,
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that z K u K z
The sparsifying effect of (9) on the additive model (8) is now revealed. If n is selected large enough, some of the optimal subvectors i c t will be null, and the corresponding functions
will be identically zero in (8) . Thus, estimation via (9) provides a nonparametric counterpart of Lasso, offering the flexibility of selecting the most informative component-function regressors in the additive model.
The separable structure postulated in (8) facilitates subset selection in the nonparametric setup and mitigates the problem of interpolating scattered data in high dimensions. However, such a model reduction may render (8) inaccurate, in which case extra components depending on two or more variables can be added, turning (8) into the analysis of variance (ANOVA) model [21] .
muLtiKeRneL LeaRning
Specifying the kernel that "shapes" , HX and thus judiciously determines f t in (1,) is a prerequisite for KBL. Different candidate kernels , , k kP 1 f would produce different function estimates. Convex combinations can be also employed in (1), since elements of the convex hull : { , ,
conserve the defining properties of kernels. A data-driven strategy to select "the best" K k ! is to incorporate the kernel as a variable in (3) , that is, [19] 
where the notation HX k emphasizes dependence on . k Then, the following Lemma [23] brings MKL to the ambit of sparse additive nonparametric models.
be a set of kernels and k an element of their convex hull .
K Denote by Hi and HX k the RKHSs corresponding to ki and , k respectively, and by HX the direct sum :
.
. , , :
MKL as in (14) resembles (9), differing in that components ( ) c x i in (14) depend on the same variable .
x Taking into account this difference, (14) is reducible to (10) and thus solvable via BCD or ADMM, after substituting ( , )
On the other hand, a more general case of MKL is presented in [23] , where K is the convex hull of an infinite and possibly uncountable family of kernels.
An example of MKL applied to wireless communications is offered in the section "Applications," where two different kernels are employed for estimating path-loss and shadowing propagation effects in a cognitive radio sensing paradigm. In the ensuing section, basis functions depending on a second variable y will be incorporated to broaden the scope of the additive models just described. confidence on the modeling assumptions is key to deciding whether { } bi s should be prescribed or learned from data. If the prescribed { } bi s are unreliable, model (15) will be inaccurate and the performance of KBL will suffer. But neglecting the prior knowledge conveyed by { } bi s may be also damaging. Parametric basis pursuit [9] hints toward addressing this tradeoff by offering a compromising alternative.
A functional dependence ( ) z f y e = + between input y and output z is modeled in [9] with an overcomplete set of bases { ( )} b y i (also known as regressors) as
Certainly, leveraging an overcomplete set of bases { ( )} b y i can accommodate uncertainty. Practical merits of basis pursuit however, hinge on its capability to learn the few { } bi s that "best" explain the given data.
The crux of NBP, on the other hand, is to fit ( , ) f x y with a basis expansion over the y domain, but learn its dependence on x through nonparametric means. Model (15) comes in handy for this purpose, when { ( )} b y
= is a generally overcomplete collection of prescribed bases.
With { ( )} b y
= need to be estimated, and a kernel-based strategy can be adopted to this end. Accordingly, the optimal function ( , ) f x y t is searched over the family : { ( , ) () ( )}, 
The representer theorem in its general form (3) can be applied recursively to minimize (17) :
with :
As was argued in the section "Sparse Additive Nonparametric Modeling," group Lasso in (18) effects group-sparsity in the subvectors { } . c identifiable. This is a particular characteristic of (17) , in contrast with (9) and Lemma 1, which are designed for, and require, multiple kernels.
REMARk 3
The different sparse kernel-based approaches presented so far, notably SpAMs, MKL, and NBP, should not be viewed as competing but rather as complementary choices. Multiple kernels can be used in basis pursuit, and a separable model for ( ) c x i may be due in high dimensions. An NBP-MKL hybrid applied to spectrum cartography illustrates this point in the section "Applications," where bases are utilized for the frequency domain . Y blInd nbP for mAtrIx And tenSor comPletIon A kernel-based matrix completion scheme will be developed in this section using a blind version of NBP, in which bases { } bi will not be prescribed, but they will be learned together with coefficient functions { }. ci The matrix completion task entails imputation of missing entries of a data matrix .
Low rank of Z is a popular attribute that relates missing with available data, thus granting feasibility to the imputation task. Low-rank matrix imputation is achieved by solving 
, -norm, then the ball of radius , P mainly , (19) . The feasible set s P 0 < < # is not convex because s 0 < < is not a proper norm (it lacks linearity), and solving (19) requires a combinatorial search for the nonzero entries of . 
Since the sum of singular values equals the dual norm of the 2 , -norm of A [5, p. 637], s 1 < < defines a norm over the matrix A itself, specifically the nuclear norm of , A denoted by . A * < < Upon substituting A * < < for the rank, (19) is further transformed to its Lagrangian form by placing the constraint in the objective as a regularization term, i.e.,
The next step toward kernel-based matrix completion relies on an alternative definition of . A * < < Consider bilinear factorizations of matrix A CB
which the constraint rank ( ) A P # is implicit. The nuclear norm of A can be redefined as (see, e.g., [22] )
Result (21) 
A formal proof of the equivalence between (20) and (22) can be found in [22] . Matrix completion in its factorized form (22) can be reformulated in terms of (15) m n th entry of matrix A in (22), and P a prescribed overestimate of its rank. Consider estimating : 
If both kernels are selected as Kronecker delta functions, then (23) coincides with (22) . This equivalence is stated in the following lemma.
LEMMA 2
Consider spaces : { , , }, (23) does not introduce any benefit when the kernel is selected as the Kronecker delta. But as it will be argued next, the equivalence between these two estimators generalizes nicely the matrix completion problem to sparse KBL of missing data with arbitrary kernels. 
where matrix C u (B u ) is formed with entries mi c ( ). A Bayesian approach to kernel-based matrix completion is given next, followed by an algorithm to solve for B u and .
C u
BayeSian Low-RanK imputation and pRediction
To recast (23) in a Bayesian framework, suppose that the available entries of Z obey the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model , Z A E = + with E having entries independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to the zero-mean Gaussian distribution ( , ) . with the estimator solving (25) for the coefficients of kernelbased matrix completion, provided that covariance and Gram matrices coincide. From this Bayesian perspective, the KBL matrix completion method (23) provides a generalization of (20) , which can accommodate a priori knowledge in the form of correlation across rows and columns of the incomplete . Z With prescribed correlation matrices RB and , RC (23) can even perform smoothing and prediction. Indeed, if a column (or row) of Z is completely missing, (23) can still find an estimate Z t relying on the covariance between the missing and available columns. This feature is not available with (20) , since the latter relies only on rank-induced colinearities, so it cannot reconstruct a missing column. The prediction capability is useful, for instance, in collaborative filtering [3] , where a group of users rates a collection of items, to enable inference of new-user preferences or items entering the system. Additionally, the Bayesian reformulation (27) provides an explicit interpretation for the regularization parameter Detailed derivations of the updates in Algorithm 1 are provided in "Design of Algorithm 1." For a high-level description, the columns of B and C are updated cyclically, solving (27) via BCD iterations. This procedure converges to a stationary point of (27) , which in principle does not guarantee global optimality. Opportunely, it can be established that local minima of (27) are global minima, by transforming (27) into a convex problem through the same change of variables proposed in [22] for the analysis of (22) . This observation implies that Algorithm 1 yields the global optimum of (25) , and thus (23) .
The kernel-based matrix completion method here offers an alternative to [3] , where the lowrank constraint is introduced indirectly through the kernel trick. Furthermore, bypassing the nuclear norm and using (21) instead, renders (23) generalizable to tensor imputation [7] .
Kernel-bASed dIctIonAry leArnIng
Basis pursuit approaches advocate an overcomplete set of bases to cope with model uncertainty, thus learning from data the most concise subset of bases that represents the signal of interest. But the extensive set of candidate bases (also known as dictionary) still needs to be prescribed. The next step toward model-agnostic KBL is to learn the dictionary from data, along with the sparse regression coefficients. Under the sparse linear model 
Equating the gradient of (S3) w.r.t. ci to zero, and solving for ci it results
It follows from (S2) that ( )
and it can be established by inspection that (
@ coinciding with the update for ci in Algorithm 1. The corresponding update for bi follows from parallel derivations.
Algorithm 1: Kernel Matrix Completion (KMC)
1) Initialize B and C randomly.
2) Set the identity matrix , IP with dimensions , P P # and columns ,
, , [8] , where i is a proportionality constant. Hence, the number of equations needed to specify C reduces to , MNs as represented by the darkened region of Z T in Figure 1 .
it is then possible and crucial to collect a sufficiently large number M of data vectors to ensure that , MN NP MNS $ + thus accommodating the additional NP equations needed to determine , B and enable learning of the dictionary. Having collected sufficient training data, one possible approach to find B and C is to fit the data via the LS cost Z CB T F 2 -regularized by the 1 , -norm of C to effect sparsity in the coefficients [20] . This dictionary leaning approach can be recast into the form of blind NBP (23) 
REMARk 4
Kernel-based dictionary learning (KDL) via (29) inherits two attractive properties of KMC, i.e., blind NBP, mainly its flexibility to introduce a priori information through RB and , RC as well as the capability to cope with missing data. While both KDL and KMC estimate bases { } bi and coefficients { } ci jointly, their difference lies in the size of the dictionary. As in principal component analysis, KMC presumes 
The Bayesian interpretation of (29) brings KDL close to [34] , where a Bernoulli-Gaussian model for C accounts for its sparsity, and a Beta distribution is introduced for learning the distribution of C through hyperparameters. Although [34] assumes independent Gaussian variables across "time" samples in the underlying model for , C generalization to correlated variables is straightforward. Bernoulli parameters controlling the sparsity of cmp are assumed invariant across m in [34] , which amounts to stationarity over . cmp Sparse learning of temporally correlated data is also studied in [35] , although the time-invariant model for the support of cm does not lend itself to dictionary learning.
Although dictionary learning can indeed be viewed as a blind counterpart of compressive sampling, its capability of recovering B and C from data is typically illustrated by examples rather than theoretical guarantees. Recent efforts on establishing identifiability and local optimality of dictionary learning can be found in [13] and [15] . A related KDL strategy has been proposed in [28] , where data and dictionary atoms are organized in classes, and the regularized learning criterion is designed to promote cohesion of atoms within a class.
APPlIcAtIonS

SpectRum caRtogRapHy via nBp and mKL
Consider the setup in [6] with N 100 c = radios distributed over an area X of 100 100 m 2 # to measure the ambient RF power spectral density (PSD) at N 24 f = frequencies equally spaced in the band from , 2 400 MHz to , 2 496 MHz, as specified by the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard [2] . The radios collaborate by sharing their N N N c f = measurements with the goal of obtaining a map of the PSD across space and frequency, while specifying at the same time which of the P 14 = frequency subbands are occupied. The wireless propagation is simulated according to the pathloss model affected by shadowing described in [4] , with parameters , Figure 3 shows the PSD as seen by a representative radio located at the center of . X Model (15) is adopted for collaborative PSD sensing, with x and y representing the spatial and frequency variables, respectively. Bases { } bi are prescribed as Hann-windowed pulses in accordance with [2] , and the distribution of power across space per subband is given by { ( )} c x i after interpolating the measurements obtained by the radios via (17) . Two exponential kernels ( , ) in the MKL adaptation of (18)], which correctly reveals which frequency bands are occupied as shown in Figure 4 (a). The estimated PSD across space is depicted in Figure 4 (b) (first row) for each band, respectively, and compared to the ground truth depicted in Figure 4 These results demonstrate the usefulness of model ( ) 15 for collaborative spectrum sensing, with bases abiding to [2] and multiresolution kernels. The sparse nonparametric estimator (17) serves the purpose of revealing the occupied frequency bands and capturing the PSD map across space per source. Compared to the spline-based approach in [6] , the MKL adaptation of (17) here provides the appropriate multiresolution capability to capture pathloss and shadowing effects when interpolating the data across space.
compLetion of gene expReSSion data via BLind nBp
The imputation method (23) is tested here on microarray data described in [27] . (27) .
Solving (27) with the available data ( % 10 of the total), as shown in Figure 5(b) , results in the matrix Z t depicted in Figure 5(c) , where the imputed missing data introduce an average recovery error of 8 -dB [cf. Figure 6 ]. In producing , Z t the smoothing capability of (23) to recover completely missing rows of Z (amounting to 25 in this example) is corroborated. Missing rows cannot be recovered by nuclear norm regularization alone [cf. (20) ], even if Z is padded with expression levels of the discarded N M g -genes. Figure 5 (d) presents this case confirming that its performance degrades w.r.t. NBP; while Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity of the estimation error to the cross-validated regularization parameter n for both estimators. Similar degraded results are observed when imputing missing entries of Z using the impute.knn() and svdImpute() methods, as implemented in the R packages pcaMethods and BioConductor-impute. These two methods were applied to the padded , Z after the requisite discarding of the 25 missing rows, resulting in recovery The correlation matrix ( ) ZZ E T represented in Figure 8 is estimated with training samples collected during the two previous weeks (8-21 December 2008 ) and substituted for RC in (27) , according to (31) . A singular point at 11:00 a.m. in the traffic curve, as depicted in black in Figure 9 , is reflected in the sharp transition noticed in Figure 8 . On the other hand, RB is not estimated but derived from the network structure. Supposing i.i.d. flows across the network, it holds that ( ) ,
where R represents the network routing matrix and f 2 v the flow variance. Thus,
was used instead of RB in (27) T T = Figure 9 shows link loads predicted by (27) on 22 December 2008, for a representative link, along with the actually recorded samples for that day. Prediction accuracy is compared in Figure 9 to a base strategy comprising independent LMMSE estimators per link, which yield a relative prediction error . e 0 22 p = aggregated across links, against . e 0 15 p = that results from (27) . Strong correlation among samples from 12:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. [cf. Figure 8 ] renders LMMSE prediction accurate in this interval, relying on single-link data only. The benefit of considering the links jointly is appreciated in the subsequent interval from 2:00 p.m. to 11:55 p.m., where the traffic correlation with morning samples fades away and the network structure comes to add valuable information, in the form of , RB to stabilize prediction.
SummAry
A new methodology was outlined in this article by crossfertilizing sparsity-aware signal processing tools with KBL. It goes well beyond translating sparse vector regression techniques into their nonparametric counterparts, to generate a series of unique possibilities such as kernel selection or kernel-based matrix completion. This article contributes to these efforts by advancing NBP as the cornerstone of sparse KBL, including blind versions that emerge as nonparametric nuclear norm regularization and dictionary learning.
KBL was connected with GP analysis, promoting a Bayesian viewpoint where kernels convey prior information. Alternatively, KBL can be regarded as an interpolation tool set though its connection with the NST, suggesting that the impact of the prior model choice is attenuated when the size of the data set is large, especially when kernel selection is also incorporated.
All in all, sparse KBL was envisioned as a fruitful research direction. Its impact on signal processing practice was illustrated through a diverse set of application paradigms.
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